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ABSTRACT
The study aims to conduct a systematic review to
characterise the spread and use of the concept
of ‘disruptive innovation’ within the healthcare
sector. We aim to categorise references to the
concept over time, across geographical regions
and across prespecified healthcare domains.
From this, we further aim to critique and
challenge the sector-specific use of the concept.
PubMed, Medline, Embase, Global Health,
PsycINFO, Maternity and Infant Care, and Health
Management Information Consortium were
searched from inception to August 2019 for
references pertaining to disruptive innovations
within the healthcare industry. The heterogeneity
of the articles precluded a meta-analysis, and
neither quality scoring of articles nor risk of
bias analyses were required. 245 articles that
detailed perceived disruptive innovations
within the health sector were identified. The
disruptive innovations were categorised into
seven domains: basic science (19.2%), device
(12.2%), diagnostics (4.9%), digital health
(21.6%), education (5.3%), processes (17.6%)
and technique (19.2%). The term has been
used with increasing frequency annually and is
predominantly cited in North American (78.4%)
and European (15.2%) articles. The five most
cited disruptive innovations in healthcare are
‘omics’ technologies, mobile health applications,
telemedicine, health informatics and retail
clinics. The concept ‘disruptive innovation’
has diffused into the healthcare industry.
However, its use remains inconsistent and the
recognition of disruption is obscured by other
types of innovation. The current definition does
not accommodate for prospective scouting of
disruptive innovations, a likely hindrance to
policy makers. Redefining disruptive innovation
within the healthcare sector is therefore crucial
for prospectively identifying cost-effective
innovations.

INTRODUCTION
‘Innovation’, a commonly cited concept
in economic and marketing circles, is
becoming increasingly recognised as a
measurable phenomenon within healthcare.1 The father of modern innovation
theory, Joseph Schumpeter, described
innovation to be ‘a historic and irreversible change in the method of production
of things’. Given the expansive nature of
this definition, we may subcategorise2 3
innovation into several broad types: (1)
routine/incremental, (2) architectural, (3)
radical and (4) disruptive. The concept of
‘disruptive innovation’, which was originally coined by Clayton Christensen et al4
in 1995, has particularly permeated into
academic and clinical healthcare dialect in
recent years.
Since the term’s inception, Christensen et al4 has continually reshaped his
concept of disruptive innovation in order
to accommodate for initial criticisms. In
its current and simplest iteration, ‘‘disruption’ describes the process whereby a
smaller company with fewer resources is
able to successfully challenge established
incumbent businesses’.
Of note, disruption is distinctly characterised by (1) market entrants targeting
overlooked segments and (2) gaining traction within said low-end or new-market
territories. (3) There is often a slow
response to this novel market threat by
the incumbent market leaders, who are
often focused on evolving their existing
product for their established, mainstream
customer base. (4) In time, the entrants
gain a foothold within the market as they
serve a growing demand, often at a lower
price.
examples
Non-healthcare-related
of disruptive innovations include the
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Figure 1

Innovation landscape map (modified from Pisano).5

introduction of word processing software (replacing
typewriters) and video on-
demand services such as
Netflix (replacing DVD rental services).
Pisano5 notes that disruption specifically occurs at
the point at which mainstream customers adopt the
market entrant’s product in volume. He5 explains
(figure 1) that disruption is distinct from other models
of innovation as it represents market upheaval through
introduction of a technology based on existing technical competencies. Christensen et al4 himself further
added to his definition of disruption by highlighting
that a disruptor may only be accurately identified

Figure 2

retrospectively as opposed to prospectively. He goes on
to note that disruptors are based on business models
that are distinct to those that are incumbent and that
not all disruptions are successful.
Despite the growing use of the concept in medical
literature, there are gaps in our understanding of
disruptive innovations in a healthcare context. First,
there remains an absence of a healthcare sector-specific
definition. It is therefore understandable that the use
of the term6 has been coupled with both imprecision
and misuse. This sets a dangerous precedent as misuse
within formal peer-
reviewed literature muddies the
ability for policy makers to identify innovations in their
infancy. Accurate identification of successful disruptive
innovations is integral to enabling policy makers and
healthcare providers to incubate and swiftly disseminate innovations by hastening the adoption-diffusion
curve (figure 2), thus reducing their time to institutionalisation. Second, there is no published literature that
attempts to identify and compare perceived healthcare
disruptive innovations against each other. As such, key
innovations in the sector remain entrenched in silos
and remain hidden from other work groups that may
benefit from them. Lastly, there has been no work
to identify either the characteristics of the particular

PRISMA diagram detailing study strategy. PRISMA, Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses.
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sector of healthcare or the geographical location that
harbours the most commonly cited disruptive innovations within healthcare. This gap hamstrings our
understanding of the context that is required for
such innovations to thrive and achieve adoption, a
vital learning point for forthcoming implementation
strategies. All of these aforementioned issues collectively limit our ability to rapidly identify and incubate
disruptive innovations. This, in turn, has a knock-on
effect onto the quality of care that health systems are
able to provide.
We therefore aimed to study the medical literature
to:
1. Systematically review and categorise existing literature
regarding the explicit use of the term ‘disruptive innovation’ or ‘disruption’ within healthcare.
2. Describe the sectors of healthcare and geographical regions which harbour the highest incidence of perceived
disruptive innovation.
3. Critique the usage of the term within the healthcare.

METHODS
A systematic review following the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines was conducted. The PubMed,
Medline, Embase, Global Health, PsycINFO, Maternity and Infant Care, Health Management Information
Consortium and the Cumulative Index to Nursing and
Allied Health Literature databases were independently
searched from 1948 through to August 2019 by
two independent reviewers. Following liaison with
a professional librarian, the mutually agreed search
strategy was devised (see online supplemental information) for the databases. The ‘related articles’ function
was used with PubMed as a further check of rigour.
The last date for this search was 2 August 2019.
Study selection

Articles were eligible for inclusion if the articles
detailed perceived ‘disruption’ or ‘disruptive’ innovations within either their title or abstract. Only full
peer-reviewed studies and review articles published in
the English language were included. Articles were only
excluded if they were printed in a language other than
English. All potentially eligible studies were retrieved
for further evaluation. The search strategy is outlined
in online supplemental appendix A. Our PRISMA flow
chart is detailed in figure 2. All shortlisted studies have
been listed in online supplemental appendix B.
Data extraction

Manuscripts were independently extracted (by VS
and VP). The data extracted consist of a standardised
spreadsheet documenting first author, year of publication, country of publication, study type and type of
proposed disruptive innovation (subheadings agreed
between authors). All disagreements were resolved
through discussion.
210

Data synthesis and analysis

For the purposes of the review, both independent reviewers agreed on the categorisation of
specific disruptive innovations
the healthcare-
into seven domains based on those identified in a
report on disruptive innovation by the UK’s NHS
Confederation7:
1. Basic science: this domain relates to novel laboratory
(eg, ‘omics’ disciplines, RNA centric discoveries) and
pharmaceutical techniques or discoveries (eg, novel compounds, novel drugs delivery mechanisms).
2. Device: this domain relates to device innovations (eg,
point-of-care glucose testing).
3. Diagnostics: this domain relates to either pathological or
radiological diagnostic modalities (eg, nerve conduction
studies).
4. Digital health: this domain relates to broad use of digital information and communication technology (eg,
electronic health records, augmented reality to assist surgery).
5. Education: this domain relates to either the access or
provision of education (eg, distance learning).
6. Processes: this domain relates to novel health policy or
the reorganisation of structures/health institutions, processes or roles (eg, introduction of nurse practitioners).
7. Technique: this domain relates to the introduction of a
novel technique (eg, first instance of endovascular technique in a new specialty—eg, coiling of cerebral aneurysms following the use of established endovascular
practice to treat peripheral arterial disease), as opposed
to a disruption within a current, well-established technical process (eg, robotic surgery in the field of laparoscopic surgery, which is classed as a device).

Quality scoring using established tools of non-
randomised studies was not applied as the aim of
the review was to assess the identification of disruptive innovation in medical publications, as opposed
to identifying those identified in randomised/non-
randomised research studies. As a result of the large
heterogeneity in publication type,8 it was agreed by
the research group that a quality score would not add
additional information for the appraisal of disruptive
innovations here.
RESULTS
Our literature search identified 1937 articles across
all bibliographic databases, and 245 articles fulfilled
the inclusion criteria (figure 2, online supplemental
appendix A). Of the articles, 236 were either secondary
review or commentary pieces. Only nine publications were primary research articles. Of the articles,
1045 were excluded during record screening. This
was predominantly undertaken as the vast majority
of excluded articles used the word ‘disruptive’ being
used as a synonym for troublesome or disorderly, as
opposed to the innovation-
specific definition. The
remainder of the papers were due to the prespecified
exclusion criteria.
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Figure 3

Number of times that disruptive innovation is noted in healthcare literature per annum.

Time

Basic science

Given the term’s inception was in 1995, the term was
first used in medical literature in 2000. Throughout
the 2000s, it has been used sparsely, with fewer than 11
references to the concept in any given year. However,
particularly since 2012, there has been a marked
increase, with a steady yearly rise noted through to
2017 (figure 3).

There were 47 papers identified in this field, of
which the most cited disruption is the emerging field
of ‘omics’ (26 of 47). Of the omics technologies,
genomic technologies were the most commonly cited
disruptor in the context of personalised medicine and
bespoke oncological treatment.9–11 Nanomedicine is
also identified as a prominent disruptor.12 It is notable
that these aforementioned technologies achieved
prominence in the 21st century and there is minimal
mention of historically disruptive innovations within
the field.

Geography

There appears to be strong predilection for the term
to be used in high-income settings, as either Europe
or the USA is responsible for 229 studies, out of a
possible 245 (figure 4). Continents which house the
vast majority of low-income countries, namely Asia,
Africa and South America, were only responsible for
five publications detailing disruptive innovations in
total. However, as previously noted, this may also
reflect the fact that there may be local dialect-specific
translations of the term that are used.
Within the seven domains, we noted the following:

Figure 4

Devices

There were 30 papers identified in this field, of
which the most cited disruptions are the use of three-
dimensional (3D) printers (5 of 30) and electronic
nicotine delivery systems (5 of 30). 3D printing has
been used for the production of surgical simulation
models,13 through to organs for surgical cases.14

Continent of origin of publications detailing a disruptive innovation.
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Diagnostics

There were 12 papers noted in this field, of which the
most cited disruption is the use of CT imaging (3 of
12). Of note, diagnostic innovations which primarily
relied on a digital health platform, such as remote
monitoring, were considered to be classified as part of
the digital health domain.
Digital health

There were 53 papers noted in this field, of which the
most cited disruption is on the subject of mobile health
(mHealth) (25 of 53), particularly in the context of
inpatient care,15 outpatient self-care16 and telemedicine.17 Health informatics, particularly the analysis of
clinical big data sets,18 19 was also highlighted prominently. These examples highlight that many digital
health disruptive innovations encroach on other
domains, such as diagnostics and processes.
Education

There were 13 papers noted in this field, of which the
most cited disruption is distance learning, predominantly through internet-based modules.20 This is the
least cited domain of healthcare disruptive innovations.
Processes

There were 43 papers noted in this field, of which
the most cited disruption is the establishment of retail
clinics, predominantly in North America (6 of 43).
In addition, the expansion of nursing responsibilities
(eg, undertaking cardiopulmonary resuscitation21 and
adopting nurse practitioner roles22) is highlighted.
Technique

There were 47 papers noted in this field, of which
the most cited disruptions are related to endovascular
surgery. References to this technique range from broad
pan-specialty references to specialty-specific examples
(eg, neurovascular surgery23).
Cumulatively across these domains, the following are
the five most cited (figure 5) disruptive innovations:
1. Digital health: telemedicine.
2. Digital health: mHealth.

Figure 5
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3. Basic science: ‘omics’ fields.
4. Processes: retail clinics.
5. Digital health: health informatics.

DISCUSSION
This systematic review broadly addresses several aforementioned knowledge gaps regarding the dissemination and use of the concept of ‘disruptive innovation’
within the healthcare industry. The results suggest
that while there appears to be penetration of the term
across broad healthcare sector-related domains, this is
a relatively recent phenomenon, with a striking skew
towards publications in high-income countries.
Since 1995, there have been 245 published references to disruptive innovation within the healthcare literature globally, and of these 185 have been
published since 2012 (figure 3). This recent surge in
citations of the concept could represent two contrasting
phenomena. The rise in published mentions of the
concept may be proportionate to the level of disruptive
innovations that have occurred during the commensurate timeframe. However, what is more likely is that
the term has been imprecisely used, perhaps partly due
to the lack of an objective definition readily available
in the healthcare literature. Therefore, the literature
has captured both accurate and inaccurate uses of the
term. It is also likely that this rise in literature citations
mirrors the increasing use of the term in more mainstream sources.
We have also demonstrated that the use of the term
‘disruptive innovation’ is concentrated in publications originating from North America and Europe
(figure 4). Given the origin of the term (Christensen
is based in Boston, Massachusetts, USA), the skew
towards North America is understandable. We note
that the health literature from these high-
income
nations tends towards the use of the term ‘disruption’, whereas there is evidence from low-income to
income health systems of being more open
middle-
to the concept of frugal innovation.24 This may be a
contributing factor to a lack of published disruptive

Most cited categories of disruptive innovation within healthcare.
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innovations in Africa, South America and Asia, respectively, which have produced only 2.4% of the captured
literature.25 However, we do note that the geographical spread of the studies may be skewed by the exclusion criteria, which eliminated the studies published in
languages other than English. Although this criterion
has been imposed in order to capture specific uses of
the term ‘disruption’ as meant by Christensen et al,4
this admittedly does not accommodate for local dialect
translations of the term.
It is noteworthy that there is significant variation in
the degree in which each healthcare domain is affected
by disruptive innovation. The most cited disruptive
innovations (figure 5) are predominantly digital health
and basic science-
based; mHealth, telemedicine,
health informatics and ‘omics’ centric innovations all
featuring within the top five most cited disruptors.
In the domains related to digital health, techniques,
devices, processes and basic science, the concept is
cited with near equal frequency, with each domain
consisting of between 16% and 22% of mentions. The
skew towards digital health, devices and basic science
being labelled as disruptive innovations may stem from
the fact that the concept of an innovation is often used
interchangeably with invention by many. In contrast,
the fields of education and diagnostics made up only
5% and 2% of the articles. Education in particular
may have suffered from reduced attempts at disruptive innovation as it may be seen as a less lucrative
and appealing avenue to dedicate technology towards.
Moreover, as education may not involve the introduction of a paradigm shifting technology, more subtle
disruptors (eg, introduction of distance learning) may
go relatively unidentified.
However, we do note that there are several examples
of appropriately defined disruptive innovations, particularly with respect to the process innovation of single
specialty services, which are associated with highly lean
workforces and cheaper technology in order to drive
down costs and supplant the market incumbents. Such
examples include the Shouldice Hospital in Canada,
Coxa Hospital in Finland,26 as well as Aravind Eye
Care and Narayana Health Hospitals, which are both
based in India.27
Despite such instances of appropriate identification, mislabelling of disruption is rife across all seven
domains within the literature. Repeated offenders
include the mislabelling of endovascular surgery, as
an entire field, as a disruptor. This is more accurately
described as a radical innovation, using Pisano’s categorisation5 (figure 1), as it is the introduction of a novel
technology within the field of surgery, a well-defined
market. Moreover, another clear misuse is to suggest
that the application of omics technologies in the field
of personalised medicine is a disruptive innovation.
This is more accurately described as an architectural
innovation, as it refers to the use of a novel technology
within an unprecedented field (figure 1).
Sounderajah V, et al. BMJ Innov 2021;7:208–216. doi:10.1136/bmjinnov-2020-000424

Across the 245 included studies, the following are
some of the most fundamental errors and deviations
from Christensen’s4 principles:
1. Describing the technologies themselves as disruptive innovations, as opposed to the process of market upheaval:
a prominent example of this flaw is describing the software offering a telemedicine service as a disruptive innovation. Each brand and variant of telemedicine is notably
individually cited in the literature as a disruptive innovation in itself, with undue emphasis on the product as
opposed to the process by which it fulfils an underserved
market need. Minimal attention is given to the process
innovation associated with this service, through which
there is associated reorganisation of outpatient services
and resources.
2. Describing theoretical market effects of products yet to
reach the open market as a ‘prospective’ disruptive innovation: disruptive innovation, in its truest sense, may
only be truly labelled as such retrospectively. Perceived
potential success of a technology does not necessarily
make for a disruptive innovation. This error is evident by
the multiple references to artificial intelligence (AI) as being a burgeoning disruptive innovation. Although there
have been prominent applications of AI within academic
medical research,28–31 there is no guarantee that it will
achieve disruption within its intended market. Moreover,
labelling the broad field AI as a disruptive innovation, a
field of computer science as opposed to a soft technology with a singular purpose, deviates from Christensen’s4
definition of focusing on distinct market sectors within
which a technology acts.
3. Describing innovations as ‘disruptive’ which would be
more accurately described as ‘sustaining innovation’: one
such example is the concept of drug eluting stents. Drug
eluting stents have shown superiority in preventing coronary artery restenosis in multiple trials in comparison
with bare metal stents32 and have subsequently been erroneously been labelled as a disruptive innovation. Given
that this technology was based on the original innovation
of bare metal stents, which had replaced the role of open
surgery in many cases, it can be argued that drug eluting
stents are more accurately described as an incremental
innovation.
4. According to Christensen et al,4 disruptive innovations
eventually always supplant the incumbent market leader: long-standing coexistence is not classically in keeping
with true disruption. Therefore, the suggestion that laparoscopic surgery, as an entire practice, is a disruptive innovation is misleading as there is still huge scope for open
surgery globally. This error once again demonstrates the
flaw in labelling an entire practice as a disruptive innovation. It is more accurate to state that a particular laparoscopic practice, such as laparoscopic cholecystectomy,
is a disruptive innovation within the field of elective surgery as it has almost entirely supplanted the open surgical
technique for benign gallbladder disease. This is not the
case for hernial disease, for example.

Despite dubious accuracy in the use of the term in
the literature, it does appear that there is a breadth
in the use of the concept across domains, as previously mentioned, which suggests that there is a lay
awareness of the term among the healthcare sector
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audience. The concept of disruptive innovation has
been used in themes ranging from policy literature in
describing the Affordable Care Act, the most fundamental restructuring of healthcare provision in the
USA since 1965,33 34 through to its more conventional
application to a technology, such as a subcutaneous
implantable cardioverter defibrillator35 within the
domain of medical devices. Both examples have been
labelled as disruptors within their respective field, yet
both are vastly different in their effect and scope. As
such, when attempting to apply a singular definition
across disciplines, it is important to recognise that not
all disruptive innovations are equal in overall impact
and reach. Therefore, each individual innovation
warrants contextual assessment within its own field,
which suggests that one should not rely on a singular
catchall mechanism or recognised metric to identify
these innovations.
It has been previously noted that the use of the
term ‘potential disruptor’ is an inaccuracy as per
Christensen’s4 principles. Two such examples are
that of AI36 and cryptography,37 both of which have
been recently labelled by opinion leaders38–40 as being
impending pan-
industry disruptors. Although this
constitutes imprecise use of the concept, it highlights
that Christensen’s4 definition, in its current iteration,
is too rigid for policy makers to use in a constructive
fashion. His definition does not accommodate for the
identification of prospective disruptive innovations
as it is more concerned with retrospective identification. In contrast to the current paradigm of focusing
on disruptors retrospectively,41 there is a strong argument to state that there is an economic and ethical
obligation for policy makers to accurately identify
disruptive innovations prospectively. This would aid
in technology intelligence initiatives as previously
noted. In selecting candidate innovations during an
earlier phase of their life-cycle, they can be appropriately incubated, disseminated and translated, ultimately delivering maximal societal benefit within a
short timeframe. This in turn could result in a reduction of the time for the diffusion of healthcare innovations (often cited as 17 years42). However, caution
must also be displayed when choosing novel innovations as disruptive. Overly zealous contemporaneous
labelling of disruptive innovations may lead to the
incubation of technologies, which has long-term deleterious effects. As such, each innovation should be
considered by its own individual merits in addition to
its individual risk profile.
Adaptation of the definition may also help pick many
historic disruptive innovations that are now commonplace that have not been noted within the literature.
There is minimal reference in the literature to the rise
of laparoscopic surgical techniques and endoscopic
procedures as successful disruptive forces within their
respective fields. By not highlighting successful historic
disruptive innovations, the healthcare sector is at risk
214

of not learning from past successful diffusion-adoption
strategies.
It can be argued that the lack of a tailored, pragmatic definition of disruptive innovation in healthcare
may, in part, explain why there appears to be lengthy
and variable times to recognise disruption. A ‘real-
world’ example of this is the laparoscopic approach to
cholecystectomies, long seen as a disruptor to surgical
practice. The first laparoscopic cholecystectomy
was performed in 1985 in Germany.43 Despite well-
documented benefits with respect to both morbidity
and mortality, the widespread adoption of this technique lagged until the late 1990s in high-income countries. Similarly, the first endovascular aortic aneurysm
repair was performed in 1990 to much acclaim,44
however was not part of standard practice until the
2000s. Further historic examples which notably failed
to initially identify as burgeoning disruptions include
the citric acid cycle,45 the invention of the immunoassay,46 nuclear magnetic resonance47 and the PCR,48
all of which have since warranted Nobel Prize awards
in their respective fields following their initial peer
review journal rejection, further highlighting the issue
with contemporaneous recognition of innovation in
healthcare.
CONCLUSION
Disruptive innovation is a term that has diffused into the
healthcare industry, but there is widespread ambiguity in
the use of the term. It may have become a victim of its
own mainstream success. Poor identification can lead to
poor understanding of the characteristics and potential of
an innovation. This in turn can contribute to delay in its
translation into tangible economic and health outcomes-
based benefits because we fail to understand the potential barriers to adoption and ways to overcome them. We
suggest that a more precise healthcare-specific definition,
achieved through an expert consensus process, would be
a precursor to better identification of potentially beneficial disruptive innovations and shortening their journey
to translation and diffusion.
Twitter James Barlow @jgbarlow2010
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Abrams 1

2014
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Review

E-cigarettes

Adaji 2

2018
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Processes

Review

Integrated
psychiatric care
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Alami 3
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Digital health

Health
Bioresorbable
Alfonso 4
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vascular scaffolds
Web based delivery
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Alston 5
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model for primary

Health
care services
ECHO (Extension
for Community
Arora 6
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Processes
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Healthcare
Outcomes)
TAVI (Transcatheter
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2018
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Technique
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Aortic Valve
Implantation)

United
Ashrafian 8
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Processes
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Robotic surgery

Kingdom
Single specialty
Badlani 9

2012

USA

hospitals
United
Bagley 10
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acute health setting
(stroke medicine)
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context of ED
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replacement)
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cells
Fat grafting to
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breasts
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on Patient Reported
Outcomes
Outpatient
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management of
knee osteoarthritis
Clinical genomics
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USA

within context of
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personalised
medicine
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Pulse oximetry

Eckert 52
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Edmonson 53
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cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR)
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Processes
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Nurse Practitioners
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aspiration
Fagerstrom 56

2015

USA

Felker 57

2015

USA

Device

Review

E-cigarettes

Review

Big data analysis

Digital
Health
Basic
Feltus 58

2015

USA

High throughput
Review

Science

DNA sequencing
Direct acting anti-

Fernandez

Basic
2017

Spain

Carrillo 59

Review

viral agents in

Science
Hepatitis C

Gerbault 60

2018

France

Technique

Review

Piezosurgery

Giatsidis 61

2017

USA

Technique

Review

Face transplant

Gibson 62

2000

USA

Education

Review

Distance learning
Trans-radial

Gilchrist 63

2017

USA

Technique

Review

endovascular
access

Glabman 64

2009

USA

Processes

Review

Goeddel 65

2015

USA

Processes

Review

Retail clinics
Perioperative
Surgical Home

Digital
Grady 66

2014

USA

Review

Telemedicine

Health
Endovascular
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2004
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Technique

Review
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Gupte 68

2016

Digital

Observation

Health
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Hanna 69

2017

USA
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Health informatics

Review

Mobile Health

Review

Metabolomics

Health
Digital
Hans 70

2018

Canada
Health
Basic

Hansen 71

2012

USA
Science

Mobile fluoroscopic
Hansen 72

2009

USA

Technique

Review

imaging in
orthopaedic surgery

Hansen2007

USA

Processes

Review

Retail clinics

2010

USA

Education

Review

Distance learning

Turton 73
Harris 74

Communicative reprogramming
(anakoinosis) with
Basic
Hart 75

2015

Germany

Review

cellular therapies in

Science
situ for treating
refractory metastatic
cancer
Doctor of Nursing
Hathaway 76

2006

USA

Education

Review
practice

Havighurst 77

2008

USA

Processes

Review

Health tourism

Hawkins 78

2017

USA

Technique

Review

TAVR
Systems
Neuroscience of

Heckers 79

2017

USA

Processes

Review
Psychosis
(SyNoPsis)
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Basic
Heerenma 80

2016

Netherlands

Review

DNA sequencing

Review

Nurse practitioners

Review

Bio-compatibility

Review

Drug eluting stents

Science
Heidesch 81

2008

USA

Helmus 82

2008

USA

Processes
Basic
Science

Hermiller 83

2005

USA

Holderried 84

2017

Germany

Device
Digital

eHealth in
Review

Health

otorhinolaryngology

Digital
Househ 85

2017

Saudi Arabia

Review

Health informatics

Health
Functional
Huber 86

2007

USA

Device

Trial

pulmonary valved
stent

Hui 87

2017

USA

Device

Review

Hultman 88

2013

USA

Technique

Review

3D printing
Autologous
reconstruction
Laser treatment to

Hultman 89

2014

USA

Technique

Review
treat burn scars
Hireup - online
platform for people

Digital
Hunt 90

2017

Australia

with disability to
Review

Health

select and manage
their own support
worker

Hurks 91

2015

USA

Observation

Endovascular

al trial

surgery

Technique
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Medical smartphone
Review

Health

apps
Simulation based

Huston 93

2018

USA

Education

Review
nursing teaching

Hutchinson 94

2017

USA

Diagnostics

Review

Hutchinson 95

2018

USA

Technique

Review

Prostate MRI
Stereotactic radioablation
Focussed
ultrasound as non-

Hynynen 96

2016

Canada

Technique

Review

invasive therapeutic
energy delivery
modality

Digital
Iglehart 97

2014

USA

Review

Telemedicine

Health
Agents that reverse
protein misfolding –
Parkinson’s

Basic
Jackrel 98

2015

USA

Review
Disease,

Science

Amyotrophic Lateral
Sclerosis
Jacobson 99

2011

USA

Jameson 100

2014

USA

Processes

Review

Affordable Care Act

Review

Home monitoring

CT scan

Digital
Health
Jha 101

2012

USA

Diagnostics

Review

Jilla 102,103

2018

USA

Device

Review

Over the counter
hearing aids
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MRI-guided focused
Jolesz 104

2009

USA

Technique

Review
ultrasound surgery

Jones 105

2016

USA

Jordan 106

2015

USA

Device

Review

3D printing

Review

Big data analysis

Digital
Health
Perioperative
Kain 107

2015

USA

Processes

Review
surgical home

Kaissi 108

2016

USA

Kallen 109

2013

Germany

Processes

Review

Basic

Retail clinics
Self-adjuvanted

Review
Science

RNActive vaccines
Leadless

Kancharla 110

2017

USA

Device

Review
pacemakers

Basic
Kaslow 111

2004

USA

Gene based
Review

Science

vaccine
Laparoscopic

Kavic 112

2003

USA

Technique

Review
surgery

Digital
Kazdin 113

2017

USA

Review

Telemedicine

Health
#colorectalresearch
- use of hashtag in
Keller 114

United

Digital

Kingdom

Health

2018

Review

social media to
disseminate
knowledge
Ambulatory Surgical

Kenagy 115

2002

USA

Processes

Review
Centres

Kerfoot 116

2004

USA

Processes

Review

Affordable Care Act
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2016
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Augmented reality
Review

Kingdom

Health

in surgery

Digital
Kibbe 118

2008

USA

Review

Health informatics

Health
Basic
Kiechle 119

2014

USA

Whole genome
Review

Science
Kissinger 120

2008

USA

Processes

sequencing
Review

Retail clinics
Clinical genomics in

Basic
Kittaneh 121

2013

USA

Review

breast cancer

Science
treatment
‘Distributed

United
Kneebone

122

2010

Education

Review

Kingdom

simulation’

Digital
Kobewka 123

2018

Canada

Review

Online doctors

Health
Business model in
Kosinski 124

2012

USA

Processes

Review
healthcare
Pre-exposure

Krakower 125

2017

USA

Processes

Review
prophylaxis for HIV

Digital
Kricka 126

2016

USA

Review

Big data analysis

Health
Basic
Kurzock 127

2015

USA

Next generation
Review

Science

sequencing
Physicians

Kushins 128

2017

USA

Processes

Review

assistants in rural
USA
Randomised

Lauer 129

2013

USA

Education

Review
registry trials
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Margin assessment
– bio-impedance,

United
Leff 130

2017

Technique

Review

Kingdom

mass spectrometry,
optical, imaging
Nerve conduction

Lesser 131

2007

USA

Diagnostics

Review
study
Role of computers

Digital
Levy 132

2008

USA

Review

in modernising

Health
radiology
Li 133

2012

Australia

Lindsey 134

2015

USA

Processes

Review

Basic

Nurse Practitioners
Mass spectrometry-

Review
Science

based proteomics

United
Loo 135

2016

Device

Review

3D printing

Review

Nanotechnology

Kingdom
Basic
Louizos 136

2012

USA
Science

Open access
Ma 137

2013

USA

Education

Review
genomics modules
Parallel DNA
sequencing in

Basic
MacConaill 138

2010

USA

Review
cancer genome

Science

sequencing
Mack 139

2012

USA

Macnab 140

2014

Canada

Technique

Review

Basic

TAVI
Near infrared

Review
Science

spectrophotometry

Digital
Malek 141

2017

Germany

Review

Artificial intelligence

Health
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Online consulting in
Marshall 142

United

Digital

Kingdom

Health

2018

Review

primary care (e.g.
GP at hand)
Portable ultrasound
as physical

Marwick 143

2016

Australia

Diagnostics

Review
examination device
(PUPED)

Basic
McGinniss 144

2015

USA

Next generation
Review

Science

sequencing

McKinlay 145

2012

USA

Processes

Review

Mehta 146

2013

USA

Education

Review

Retail clinics
Online course for
medical education
Digital health, AI,
wearable

Digital
Mesko 147

2017

Hungary

Review

technology,

Health
robotics,
telemedicine
Michaelis 148

2004

USA

Device

Review

Drug eluting stents
E-Health - "Dr

Moerenhout

Digital
2018

Belgium

149

Google" and
Review

Health

electronic health
records
Transcranial MRguided focused

Monteith 150

2013

USA

Technique

Review
ultrasound
(MRgFUS) surgery
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Use of perinatal
Basic
Moore 151

2017

USA

Review

tissue as allogenic

Science
biomaterial
United
Murino 152

2016

Device

Review

Capsule endoscopy

Device

Review

Sugammadex

Review

Point of care testing

Kingdom
Naguib 153

2017

USA

Nam 154

2015

USA

Basic
Science
Targeted prostate
Nassiri 155

2015

USA

Technique

Review
biopsy
Smartphone

Digital
Nguyen 156

2016

USA

Review

technology in

Health
cardiology
Intracranial
Niranjan 157

2012

USA

Technique

Review
radiosurgery
Use of

Basic
Oo 158

2015

USA

Review

nanotechnology to

Science
deliver therapies
Cloud based privacy
preserving remote

Digital
Page 159

2014

USA

Review
ECG monitoring and

Health

surveillance
United
Pallen 160

Basic

2010

High throughput
Review

Kingdom

Science

DNA sequencing

Digital
Palmieri 161

2011

Peru

Review

Health informatics

Health
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Blood based
Basic
Parikh 162

2016

USA

Review

screening for colon

Science
cancer
Personalised
medicine directing

Basic
Parkinson 163

2009

USA

Review
oncological

Science

treatment
Patel 164

2006

USA

Observation

Portable ultrasound

al trial

scanning
Retail clinics

Diagnostics

Paterick 165

2009

USA

Processes

Review

Pauly 166

2008

USA

Processes

Review

Health maintenance
organisation
Electronic nicotine
Pechacek 167

2016

USA

Device

Review
delivery system

Perkins 168

2016

Australia

Petito 169

2017

USA

Processes

Review

Digital

Health Care Homes
Telemedicine in Eye

Review
Health

Care
Left ventricular

Pinney 170

2016

USA

Device

Review
assist device

Basic
Ptak 171

2010

USA

Review

Nanotechnology

Science
Re-structuring of
Rao 172

2018

USA

Processes

Review

pharmacy benefit
manager system

Digital
Ratib 173

2011

Switzerland

Open source
Review

Health

software
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